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Then the vector sequence is being built:

Abstract
An iterative method for determining of the minimum critical
parameter, which allows to reduce the buckling analysis of
structure to its static analysis and thereby avoiding the
eigenvalues problem solution, is proposed. The convergence
of the method is substantiated. An algorithm of the minimal
critical parameter determination by proposed method is
described and the results of buckling analysis of structures of
various types with the aid of developed by author program is
presented.

u( s)  K 1 K u( s1) .
The desired value is obtained from the relationship:
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Several generations of scientists worked productively over the
problem of the deformable systems stability (see [1], [2], [3]
and [4]). Many different exact and approximate methods for
determining of critical loads and buckling modes have been
developed. Currently the finite element method (FEM) is used
successfully for the buckling analysis (see [5], [6], [7] and
[8]). At that the stability analysis is lead to the linear
eigenvalue problem solution:

K u  0 ,

( s 1)
s  u
i

.

(4)

K 1 and K  matrices.

For large orders of matrices, these operations can be quite
time consuming, which is a drawback of this approach. In this
paper the method of buckling analysis is proposed, which
don’t require the eigenvalue problem solution.

(1)

THE METHOD OF DETERMINING OF
MINIMUM CRITICAL LOAD PARAMETER

THE

For a given value of the load parameter λ the equilibrium
equations of structure can be written as:

The problem (1) is quite time-consuming. In addition, for
practical purposes, in most cases it is sufficient the knowledge
of the minimum critical parameter. Therefore, some authors
(see [4] and [6]) solve the equation (1) by direct iteration of
one vector representing the simplest kind of power method
for determining of the eigenvectors (see [9]). But as
mentioned method leads to the maximum eigenvalue of the
matrix iterated, then the equation (1) is first converted to the
form:

1

 lim

operation and multiplying of

where [K] – the linear stiffness matrix, [Kσ] – initial
stresses matrix, λ – eigenvalue and {u} – eigenvector.

 1 E K 

min

ui( s )

The number s is determined by the required accuracy of
calculating of the critical parameter. The algorithm for the
problem solving with the use of the relations (2) - (4) turns
out simple enough, but it includes a matrix [K] inversion

INTRODUCTION

 K   K u  0 ,

(3)

where

K  K u  p,

(5)

R  K  K  .

(6)

p - the vector of nodal loads.

Let’s denote

Equation (5) takes the form:

(2)

Ru  p,

where [E] – unit matrix.
or
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ri ,n  u   P .
. 

rn1,n 
rn ,n 

(i=1,2...,n; k=1,2,...,n) in the equation

(7) have the usual meaning of the
equation system coefficients:

ri ,k

or

n

displacement method

( n1)

rn,n
(8)

(1)

(1)

etc. refer to a system with a

it’s necessary to impose the single

K u  K u  P  D  P,

to a system with i-1 removed constraints etc. Note that

( n 1)

( n 1)

rn,n

Let’s write the equations system (5) in the form:

(i 1) (i 1)
, ri ,i 1 relate
1 imposed constraints, the coefficients ri ,i

rn,n

(11)

constraint onto given structure, to give the unit displacement
in direction of this constraint and to analyze the resulting
system by one or another method. If to use for this purpose the
displacement method the analysis is reduced to the solving of
the equations system (5) for the structure with single imposed
constraint.

one constraint removed, which is the same to a system with n-

coefficient

 0.

It’s possible to find the critical parameter from relation (11).
Let’s show, that under certain conditions criterion (11) leads
to the minimal critical parameter finding.

Elimination of the i- th unknown in the system of equations
(7) physically means the removal of the i-th superimposed
constraint (the constraints imposed on a given system to form
the main system of displacement method are having in view).

r2,2 , r2,3

(10)

The equality to zero of any of multipliers in left part of (10) is
sufficient condition of instability. Let’s use as instability
criteria the relation

For finding of

Thus, coefficients,

0

i 1

Solving the equation (7) by the method of consistent
elimination of unknowns, you can bring it to the form:

... r1,n1
r1,n 
...
.
. 

ri(,ni 1) 
... ri(,ni 1)1
 u   P.
...
.
. 
... rn(n1,n2)1 rn(n1,n2) 

rn(,nn1) 
...
0

(i 1)

 ri,i

is the reaction of i-th

imposed constraint at unit displacement of k-th constraint.

 r1,1 r1,2 ... r1,i
.
. ...
.

( i 1)
 0 0 ... ri ,i

.
.
.
.
0 0 0
0

0
 0 0 0

r1,n 
... r1,n1
...
.
. 

(9)
ri(,ni 1) 
... ri(,ni 1)1
  0,
...
.
. 
( n  2)
( n  2)
... rn1,n1 rn1,n 

rn(,nn1) 
...
0

(12)

Where

D  K u.

is a reaction to a unit displacement in a

(13)

system with a single superimposed constraint.

Let’s consider the next iterative process:

The criterion of instability is the equality of the determinant of
the matrix in the left part of equation (8) to zero:

K u( j )  K u( j 1)  P  D( j 1)  P.

(14)

The convergence condition of iterative process (14) is the
positive

definiteness

of

matrices

 K   K 

and

 K   K  as noted in [10]. The first matrix is positive
defined at load parameter less then minimal critical parameter
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[4], and second – in view of its compliance to tension load.
It’s known [11], that minimal critical parameter of the system
with one imposed constraint lies between first and second
parameters of given system. Thus the iterative process (13) for
the system with single imposed constraint converges only in
the region of minimal critical parameter of given system.

Formula (21) is the beginning of the sequence (15), the
validity of which, in general, was proved above.
On the basis of formula (15) we can draw the following
important conclusion: at determining of the additional load of
j-th approximation it is sufficient to find its j-th member.

Vector {D}, included in the formula (14) is called as a vector
of additional load. Let us prove the following theorem.

Direct application of formula (12) to the system with a
superimposed constraint may cause some computational
difficulties, since in this case it is necessary to form the
stiffness matrix for a given system and for a system with a
superimposed constraint. It’s more convenient to find the
main reaction in the direction of a single superimposed
constraint from the force method equation:

Theorem. At analysis of deformable system by the method of
additional load the latter can be represented as:

D( j )  D1  D22  ...  D j  j ,

(15)

)
 n,n rn(,nn1)  (nadd
,p 1 ,

where j- approximation number.
Proving. Let the additional load of (j-1) approximation has
been found in the form:

D

( j 1)

 D1   D2   2  ...  D j   j 1    K  K 

1

P 

 2 ( K  K  )2 P  ...   j 1 ( K  K  ) j 1 P ,
1

1

(16)

 n,n , rn(,nn1)

and

)
(nadd
,p

and

)
(nadd
,p

have the usual meaning,

represent the displacement in the main system,

caused by the additional load. But the basic system at using of
equation (22) coincides with the given one, so all the
calculations associated with determining of factors

 n,n , rn(,nn1)

where

Dl   (K K 1)l P, l  1,2,..., j  1.

where

(22)

(17)

and

)
(nadd
,p

should be carried out in a

given system.
When calculating the additional load displacements in each
successive cycle are taken from the previous and the initial –

Then the displacements of j-th approximation according to
(14) will be equal to:

equal to zero. Thus, on the basis of (15)

)
(nadd
,p

can be

represented as:

u

( j)

 K 

1

P  D    K 
( j 1)

1

(P    K  K 

1

)
2
m
(nadd
, p  1   2  ...   m

P  ...  (18)

 j 1 ( K  K  ) j 1 P),

(23)

1

where

and the additional load of j-th approximation is equal to:

D

( j)

   K  K  (P    K  K 
1

1

P  ... 

At the analysis of the structure by the described method the
reaction
of imposed constraint is determined by a
polynomial:

(19)

1

( n1)

rn,n

 

Designating (K  K 1 ) j P  D j we come to the
relation (15). Thus, the formula (15) is true, if the assumption
(16) is true. Putting λ = 0, we get:

u   K  P ;
1
(1)
D    K  K  P.
1

some numerical coefficients, m-

number of approximations.

 j 1 ( K  K  ) j 1 P) .

(0)

1, 2 ,...,m -

 r0  r1  r2 2  ...  rm m ,

(24)

where r0 , r1 , r2 ,...,rm - some numerical coefficients.
Iterative process (14), with the aid of which the expression
(24) was reached, converges and ( n 1)  at load parameter
rn, n

(20)


(21)

less then

1
1n,kp



0



for the system with one imposed

constraint. Otherwise, the expression (24) diverges. Therefore,
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the minimum critical parameter of given system

 kp,min

data: modulus of elasticity E=2˟107 kN/sm2 ; Poisson ratio
μ=0,3; thickness of plate h=1 sm; inertia moment of bars Ib
=2,25 sm4 ; cross section area of bars A= 3 sm2 . The
theoretical value of minimum critical force for this plate equal
to 40.26 kN [13]. The result obtained by program PRINS is

must be the only real positive root of the equation

( n1)

rn,n

 r0  r1  r2 2  ...  rm m  0

(25)

Pkp ,1 min  39,5 kN. The discrepancy is

1.88%.

at m   . In practice, the number m is determined by the
required accuracy of determining of the critical load.
The buckling form is characterized by the displacement vector
components u of the system with a superimposed


constraint at rn(,nn1)  0, i.e.

at   cr ,min . In accordance

with (22) and (23), this vector can be represented as:

u  u0  cr ,min u1   2cr ,min u2  ...   mcr ,min um
In formula

(26)

u0

is

the

vector

of

(26)

nodal

Figure 1: The stiffening plate under one-sidedly compression

displacements of structure caused by unit displacement of
imposed constraint at =0,

u1

- vector of nodal

Sample 2. Fig. 2 shows the shell, for which the critical

displacements of structure caused by additional load of first

qcr ,min  1,36 MPa

and the

buckling form,

approximation at =1, u 2 - vector of nodal displacements
of structure caused by additional load of second
approximation at =1 and so on.

pressure

According to the force method idea

h= 0,5 sm; E=2x107 kN/sm2 ;μ=0,3. The theoretical value of
the critical pressure is 1.42 MPa [13] (the shell is clamped at
the ends). The discrepancy is 3.58%.

u0  u 0 r0 ,

characterized by the formation of eight waves along a circle,
were found with the aid of program PRINS. The parameters of
shell: L= 100 sm; R= 50 sm;

(27)

where u 0 - displacement vector caused by unit force acting
in given system in direction of single imposed constraint and

u j  u  j  u 0 r j  u  j 
где

u  j

(nj,)p

 n, n

u0 ,

j = 1,2,...,m , (28)

- displacement vector in given system caused by

additional load of j-th approximation at =1 and

( j)

 n, p

-

displacement in direction of imposed constraint in given
system caused by the load of j-th approximation at =1.

Figure 2: Clamped cylindrical shell under lateral pressure

The above-described iterative method of buckling analysis is
implemented in developed by author computer program
PRINS. The program was tested on a big amount of tasks.
Some of them is described below.

Sample 3. The buckling analysis of the frame, shown on fig.3,
was performed with the program PRINS[14]. The
characteristics of the frame: E=2x107 kN/sm2 ; h=600 sm;
I=1200 sm4 ; n=1,66.
The critical parameter

THE SAMPLES OF BUCKLING ANALYSIS BY THE
SINGLE IMPOSED CONSTRAINT METHOD

Pcr ,min

= 419 kN and corresponding

buckling form were found. The calculated value is in good

agreement with the theoretical result ( Pcr ,min = 418 kN[3]).
Buckling form is shown in Fig. 3 by dotted line.

Sample 1. Fig. 1 shows the stiffened one-sidedly compressed
rectangular plate. The plate was calculated at the next source
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[4]

[5]
[6]

Figure 3: Buckling analysis of the frame

[7]

The results obtained for the different types of structures
confirm the effectiveness of the proposed method.

[8]

[9]

CONCLUSION
Summarizing all written above with respect to the proposed
method and algorithm for computing of the minimum critical
parameter and the corresponding buckling form, we note that
it became possible to avoid such operations as a solution of
linear eigenvalue problem, conversion and multiplication of
matrices of higher order. It allows to hope that the proposed
method and developed on its base computer program will be
used in the stability analysis of complex structures as an
alternative or addition to existing methods. However, in some
cases, the proposed method may be the only possible one, for
example, in the problems of bifurcation buckling analysis
when the initial displacements have place. The quadratic
eigenvalue problem arise in these cases. This problem is
described by equation (see [15])

[10]

[11]

[12]

[13]

(29)
 K0   KG1   2 KG2  dq  0 ,
where K G and K G - the matrices, which depend on initial
2
1

[14]

forces and displacements.
The methods for equation (29) solving are unknown. But it
can be solved by proposed method with some modifications.
This research did not receive any specific grant from funding
agencies in the public, commercial, or not-for-profit sectors.
[15]
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